Year 5/6 - Learning at Home - Week 1
Each of the activities included in this document are designed to last for
approximately 30 minutes.
SUGGESTED DAILY HOME LEARNING TIMETABLE

Before 9:00am

Wake up

Eat breakfast, make your bed, get dressed and clean your teeth

9:00am-9:30am

Healthy time

Take a walk outside, do some yoga from online (Cosmic Kids) or
complete some mindfulness (Smiling Mind videos available online)

9:30am-10:30am

Literacy

Complete set Reading or Writing task

10:30am-11:00am

Brain break

Have something healthy to eat and take half an hour to rest your
brain

11:00am-12:00pm

Numeracy

Complete set Mathematics task

12:00pm-12:30pm

LUNCH

12:30pm-1:30pm

Literacy

Complete set Reading, Writing or Spelling task

1:30pm-2:30pm

Specialists

Complete set Art, PE, Drama or Music task (one per day)

2.30pm - 2.45pm

Brain break

Have something healthy to eat and take fifteen minutes to rest
your brain.

2:45pm-3:30pm

Science/Health/
Personal Learning

Complete a Science or Health lesson. Use this time to complete
some learning that is of a personal interest to you, or use apps such
as Khan Academy or Essential Assessment to work on your Maths
goals.

Year 5/6 - Learning From Home - Week 1
Curriculum
Area
Mathematics

Focus

Activities
If you haven’t already, sign up for Khan Academy so you
can work on personalised goals. Join here:
5/6W: https://www.khanacademy.org/join/WVPWB53A
5/6M: https://www.khanacademy.org/join/8YURHVDH
5/6E: https://www.khanacademy.org/join/YNB6X4FR
5/6A: https://www.khanacademy.org/join/QH737G6P
Session 1:
Log on to Essential Assessments and complete the Fractions pretest. Record your score and write 2 goals. Complete any assigned
practice activities.
Session 2:
Maths Vocab: Do some research to find the meanings of the
following terms:
● equivalent fractions
● mixed numbers
● improper fractions
Create slides (you could do this on PicCollage, Keynote, any other
app you prefer or just use a good old paper and pencil) to explain
each one. Include a definition and a visual representation.
Example:

Post them on Padlet to share with everyone...
https://padlet.com/morellmichaelb/Maths_Vocab
Session 3:
Warm Up: Take a photo of something at home that involves
fractions. eg. ⅔ of a glass of milk.

All about a Fraction:
Create a number board for a particular fraction. Within your
number board include a drawing, a number sentence, a worded
problem and an
explanation of the
fraction. Post your
work on Google
Classroom.
Example of a MILD
fraction: 1/4
Example of a SPICY
fraction: 5/7
Example of an
AICURUMBA fraction: 20/3

DON’T FORGET! Log on to Essential Assessments and do the
practice activities that will help you achieve your Maths goals.
English

Reading
Finding new
vocabulary when
reading and notetaking when reading

Students should be independently reading for at least 30 minutes
per day, as per usual.
Reading
Session 1:
Read - 9 Tips to Help You Be More Efficient Working From Home
(see below)
Take notes or highlight important information as you read,
thinking about how you can use these tips to help you be a better
learner at home. Think about one additional tip you would add to
the list.
Hand Publish a ‘10 tips for learning at home’ and display in your
working space. Make it colourful and fun to look at!
Session 2:
Follow the link to the ‘Random Acts of Kindness’ news article on
dogo news. https://www.dogonews.com/2020/3/23/random-actsof-kindness-bring-joy-during-coronavirus-outbreak
Note down three new vocabulary words you notice in the text and
share them on our vocabulary padlet:
https://padlet.com/09539107/qks2cv1ok47v

Session 3:
Read the short story, Dentist, (see below) and examine the word
choice and vocabulary used to describe the experience. Choose
three words that are new to you and write three different
sentences using that word. Challenge yourself to use them in
different ways.

e.g. indicates - meaning to point out or show
1) Working hard on their online learning at home indicates a
student has developed a lifelong love of learning.
2) The centre-forward indicates his intention to score in the
top right corner of the net with a point of his boot.
3) The Prime Minister indicates his support for social
distancing by enforcing strict guidelines and lockdown
procedures.

Writing
Setting yourself up for
writing and
investigating
vocabulary

Writing
Session 1 and 2:
Set yourself up for writing. Make sure you have all of the
equipment you will need, and set yourself up in a place where you
will be able to avoid any distractions.

Rocket Writing
Choose from the list of subjects and pair them with one of the
characters on the other list. For example, a circus performer going
for an audition, or twins going to a theme park. Write a quick
narrative or poem about your character (30 minutes writing time).

Science

What is science?
Introducing the
different types of
science and where we
see them in the world

Subject

Character

A theme park

A singer

A train journey

An army general

New Year’s Eve

A painter

A new pet

Twins

An audition

A circus performer

Music lessons

A person with a glass eye

Vocabulary
Session 1:
Using a thesaurus find as many synonyms you can for the words
Happy and Sad. Choose your ten favourite words and put them in
order from Saddest to Happiest. Talk with an adult and ask if they
would put them in the same order. What would they change and
why? When you have agreed with your order, create a pic collage
and post to Google Classroom.
Session 1:
Science is everywhere in the world. Let’s look closely at the
different types of science and what jobs would specialise in each
area. Draw up this table and have a go at completing it.
Type of science
Physical science
Chemical
science

Internet
definition

Definition in
your own words

Possible
jobs

Biological
science
Earth and
Space science
Session 2:
Newsflash! Watch the news tonight with your parents and take
note of every story that features an element of science. Write your
news stories onto this Padlet:
https://padlet.com/10043442/hlskdcbdt2vl
Health

The Bystander Effect

Watch the video on the Bystander Effect:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSsPfbup0ac
Use your own words to describe what the Bystander Effect is, and
how and why being a bystander could be a problem in schools.

Personal
Learning

Art

Choosing a topic

Colour Theory

Over the course of our Learning at Home program, you will have
the opportunity to learn something that interests you. You could
learn a skill (like playing an instrument, or speaking a language),
you might learn about a topic (such as Ancient Rome or The Rise
and Fall of Britpop), or you could even build/make something (like
a skateboard ramp or a lego pirate ship).
Choose your topic and create an album on your iPad where you
will keep your photos, videos and a diary of what you complete
during each Personal Learning session.
Colour Theory Dictionary
Colours are complex. Colours react and relate to each other in
different ways. The colour wheel helps explain the relationship
between colours.




Search the following definitions listed below in the
‘relationship’ column
https://www.tigercolor.com/color-lab/color-theory/colortheory-intro.htm
Draw a swatch of colour (small square of colour) to
represent the colours in the ‘colours’ column.
Relationship

Colour

Primary colours

Secondary colours

Tertiary colours

Give 3 examples:

Warm colours

Give 5 examples:

Cool colours

Give 5 examples:

Complementary colours

Monochromatic colours

Analogous colours

Triadic colours

Music

Percussion Instruments
and Rhythms

https://www.tate.org.uk/kids Check out the Tate Kids page for
more activities, games and videos.
Percussion Instruments and Rhythms.
Google classroom codes;
5/6W; uqxvdo2
5/6M; y4pdt7y
5/6A; tlb2ktx
5/6E; xv2xauf
The percussion family is the largest in the orchestra. Percussion
instruments include any instrument that makes a sound when it is
hit, shaken, or scraped. It's not easy to be a percussionist because
it takes a lot of practise to hit an instrument with the right amount
of strength, in the right place and at the right time. Some
percussion instruments are tuned and can sound different notes,
like the xylophone or timpani, and some are untuned with no
definite pitch, like the bass drum, cymbals or claves.
Percussion instruments keep the rhythm, make special sounds and
add excitement and colour. Unlike most of the other players in the
orchestra, a percussionist will usually play many different
instruments in one piece of music. The most common percussion
instruments in the orchestra include the timpani, xylophone,
cymbals, triangle, snare drum, bass drum, tambourine, maracas,
gongs and chimes.
A band from America, OK Go, wanted to find out if they could play
their song using a car and everyday objects as percussion
instruments. Turns out they could...! By stunt driving a car with
various attachments along a winding two mile track as it strikes
over 1000 instruments in sequence, creating each note of the
song, involving tuned and untuned percussion ‘instruments’ as
well as other instruments.

Watch the video clip of OK Go ‘Needing/Getting’.
https://okgosandbox.org/needing-getting or here is the making of
that clip; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qae4gAbXOZ8
Notice how there is a repetitive rhythmic pattern but by using
different instruments, it creates different tone colours?
You too can create pieces of music using simple rhythms using
household items, like this;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fkCHMapx6B0

Task;
Find 4 different sounds from around your household (be careful of
glass objects!)
OBJECT;____________________________________
TUNED PERCUSSION/UNTUNED PERCUSSION (can you play
different notes with your
object?);_______________________________________
DESCRIBE THE TIMBER; (EG; bright, dark, brassy, reedy, harsh, thin,
etc….)_________________________________________________
___
CREATE A 2 BAR RHYTHMIC PATTERN, WITH 4 BEATS PER BAR FOR
EACH INSTRUMENT USING THESE BEATS;

Example of 2 bar rhythm in 4/4
Vocabulary; Fill this into Google classroom.
Write down the definition for these musical terms.
Untuned percussion;
Tuned percussion;
Tempo;
Rhythm;
Texture;
Timbre;

P.E

Athletics

Opening/Warm-up – Complete the warm-up and cycle 1 phase
from the link (approximately 7 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_A_HjHZxfI
or complete a self-created circuit consisting of 6-8 exercises where
students move from one exercise to the next every 30 seconds and
have a short rest in between.
Athletics – 100m sprint
The 100m sprint is one of the glamour events of the Olympics. It is
also the shortest existing competition in outdoor track and field
running events. The main aim is to cover the distance in the
shortest time possible. But, how do we use our bodies efficiently
to ensure this happens and what sort of training can you do to
improve your speed?
Spend approximately ten minutes researching different drills that
you can do. Use your research to write out a program that contains
between 6-8 drills that will improve speed if performed
continuously over a set period of time.
Trial your program by running through the different drills and
make any changes if needed. Things to consider are drills aimed at
improving the use of arms, acceleration and explosive power.
You may look at the video link below for some ideas.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f-QqJvi_cek
Athletics - Hurdles
Watch the two video links below in the order they appear. The
online coach provides progressive drills on hurdling technique that
you can practise when you have no hurdles available. Practise each
drill for 3-5 minutes with a rest period in between each attempt.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpNRmouvgoI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7co61Yr3RZA
Vocabulary – Find the definitions to the following words or terms
and record. These words or terms are specific to sprinting and
hurdling.
Dorsiflexion
Plyometrics
Acceleration
Maximum velocity

Drama

Monologues

Monologues
Spend 5 minutes practising some guided imagery to get focused.
You can put on some relaxing music such as
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lE6RYpe9IT0&t=710s
You may choose to involve younger siblings if you have any. Ask an
adult to read this to you. So that you can get focused.
Ice Cream Shop
It’s a very hot day, and you are entering an ice cream shop. What
do you hear as you step inside? How does the air inside the shop
feel? What can you smell? What do you see? Notice everything,
the rows of ice cream, the cones stacked upside down, the helpers
behind the counter. The freezer full of ice-cream cakes and treats.
You ask for a sample. How does it taste? What flavour did you

choose? You order your ice cream and watch the helper scoop it
out. You finally have your ice cream cone. How does it taste?
Ask yourself
What did the ice cream shop look like?
What colours did you see inside?
Which flavour did you choose?
Was it hard to choose just one flavour?
What did the ice cream taste like?
We are going to be learning all about monologues this term.
What is a monologue?
A monologue is a long speech delivered by one character either
directly to the audience, or to another character (who is
invisible).
Types of monologues
 Funny – character tells a funny story or has a sense of
humour about his/her situation
 Serious – character has a serious or sad attitude when
telling the story or talking about the situation
Watch this monologue
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hv4Oyny9WkA
Now complete this
Monologue Analysis
Character
Who is speaking?
Objective/Viewpoint
What does your character want, and how does your character view
their current situation?
Obstacle
What gets in the way of your character’s objective (what they
want?)
Conflict
What conflict arises?
Resolution
What decision or action does your character take to resolve the
conflict?
Vocabulary to research
ImprovisationMelodramaPlot-

9 Tips to Help You Be More Efficient Working From Home

1. Keep yourself to regular work hours
This is the first step to ensuring productivity while working from home. It’s tempting to give yourself
total flexibility as to when you get started, take breaks, and call it a day. But you’re doing yourself a
disservice if you don’t keep yourself to at least some amount of consistency. Setting yourself
consistent hours keeps you accountable to yourself and to your boss. It makes you more likely to get
all your work done, and it makes it easier to get in touch with you.

2. Keep work time and personal time separate
Just as it’s important to work when you say you will, it’s important to give yourself time off when
you’ve promised it. Don’t extend the work day too far beyond what you planned, at the risk of
burning yourself out.
Keeping work time and personal time compartmentalised also helps you keep productive while
you’re at work, and reduces stress when you aren’t at work. In the same way that you scheduled
your work hours, schedule, communicate, and plan when you will not be available to work. For
example, if you like to take evenings to spend time with family, make sure you communicate that
you aren’t available for work during that time. And then hold yourself to that commitment!

3. Plan your workflow
One surefire way to keep productivity up is to get smart about planning your work day. Before you
even start working, make sure you know what your priorities are for the day, how long you think it
will take you to get everything done, and what you will work on if you have extra time.
You might find it helpful to take a few minutes before you go to bed to plan for the next day. You
may find that you sleep better without the stress of planning in the back of your mind. If you find
that planning before bed actually keeps you awake, try making a plan for the day while you eat
breakfast or exercise before work.
In your planning, consider the following:

● Do the highest priority tasks first
● Plan your day around your own natural cycles–do the hardest work when you have the most
energy throughout the day

● Plan yourself rewards and breaks throughout the day

4. Break up the day
If you followed the last step, then you’ll have already planned breaks for yourself throughout the
day. Make sure you get up from your desk during those breaks–get some fresh air, grab a healthy
snack, and talk with another human being if at all possible. All of these activities will help you reset,
get your blood flowing, and make sure you’re ready to tackle the next chunk of tasks.
Try planning how you’ll spend your breaks ahead of time, so you have something to look forward to.
Just make sure you decide how long you will spend on a break, so you don’t get too distracted. Ten
to 30 minutes is great for shorter breaks, and an hour or two is perfect for lunch.

5. Dress like you are at work
Even if you won’t be interacting with another person all day, it’s important to dress for success. This
includes showering and brushing your teeth! This will tell your brain that it’s work time, not
relaxation time, and that will give you a lot more energy. Sweatpants and a T-shirt might be more
comfortable, but you may also feel sluggish, sleepy, or unmotivated.
It’s also a good opportunity to give a new outfit a test drive–risk free!
If you have a hard time motivating yourself to get ready in the morning, try laying out your outfit the
night before, or planning an outing during the day so that you have to get dressed.

6. Create an at-home office
It might be tempting to work from your couch, easy-chair, or even from your bed, but this could take
a huge toll on your productivity. Try to always work from a consistent room, desk, or chair, to tell
your brain that it’s time for work, not relaxation.
You are likely to feel more alert, more confident, and more organized. Try setting up a desk where
you always work. Set yourself up with a comfy, supportive chair, a spacious desk, and consistent
workplace tools. Make sure to personalize your space. After all, you will be spending a lot of time
there!
7. Be your own cleaner
Unlike in the office, you don’t have a cleaner to clean up after you, which means you have to do it
yourself. Keeping your home office clean helps you stay focused, get organized, and be productive.
Even if you’re someone who isn’t bothered by a messy desk, keeping some semblance of order helps
ensure that nothing important falls through the cracks (or gets lost in a stack of paper, as is more
likely).
However, this tip goes beyond just keeping your home office clean. Having a messy home could
inspire you to procrastinate on work tasks in favor of cleaning–which is bad news for your
productivity.
Setting yourself a weekly cleaning schedule can help you keep on top of cleaning your home, so you
won’t be tempted to clean during work hours. Make sure to schedule regular tidying of your home
office!

8. Tune in to inspiration
A great advantage of working from home is that you can’t distract your coworkers. Go ahead and
play those pumped-up jams loud and proud, if that’s what gets you moving. Or try a more soothing
soundtrack, with nature sounds, instrumental music, or even by leaving the windows open to let the
sounds from outside come in. If you’re doing repetitive tasks, an audiobook or podcast may even be
what you need to keep moving.
Try a few things to find what works best for you.

9. Stay in the loop
One of the best things about working in an office is the potential for collaboration and socialisation.
You don’t have to lose this just because you are working from home. Try to check in with your
coworkers at least a couple of times per week, whether by email, phone, Skype, or even in person.
Make sure you keep up on a personal level as well as a professional level. You can do this without
taking a lot of time–just share the things that are most important, and encourage your coworkers to
do the same.

